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Editor’s Letter

The European Union leaders committed to a $2 trillion deal last week to support the European economy. The US is meanwhile discussing a second round of stimulus measures to provide relief to the people who are facing hardships due to the
coronavirus pandemic led crisis. Several central banks around the world have printed huge sums of money, which dwarfs
the stimulus measures announced during the previous financial crisis in 2007-2008.
In the past few days, while Bitcoin had been stuck in a range, the altcoins had been rallying. Although Bitcoin’s dominance is
less than 63%, the total market capitalization of the crypto universe has risen to $320 billion. If cryptocurrencies sustain the
momentum, several investors are likely to jump in, which could result in a strong bull move for the rest of the year.

OUR BLOG ARTICLES FOR THIS SPECIAL ISSUE IS HOME SOLAR PANEL OWNERS CAN
ACCESS A NEW PROFITABLE REVENUE STREAM – ROWAN ENERGY,
CRYPTO SPORTS BETTING MADE SIMPLE WITH ZENSPORTS NEW CRYPTO SPORTS
BETTING APP AND COINBASE REVIEW
In our previous analysis, we had advised traders to enter long positions if Bitcoin sustains above $9,500 for a day. Traders
who entered according to our recommendation are sitting on huge profits within a week.
The BTC to USD pair surged on July 27 and broke above the overhead resistance at $10,500. This move completed an
inverse head and shoulders pattern, which has a target objective of $17,142.
However, this target is unlikely to be reached quickly as we do not anticipate a vertical rally. The bears are likely to mount a
stiff resistance at $12,000 and then again at $13,000.
Usually, after a breakout from a bullish setup, the price pulls back and retests the breakout level. In this case, a retest of
$10,500 is possible. A bounce off this level will confirm that the breakout is valid and it will now act as a strong floor, preventing the price to dip below it.
The retest also provides an opportunity to the traders who missed buying the breakout to make an entry. The purchases
should be done on a rebound and not on the way down because, at times, the selling pressure can sink the price well below
the breakout level.
Very short-term traders can keep a stop-loss according to their trading system and trail
it higher. Swing traders and positional traders can hold their positions as the leading
cryptocurrency is likely to rise much higher this year.
Lastly please check out the advancement’s happening in the crypto currency world.

Enjoy the issue!
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around the
globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.
Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so our readers
can keep up to speed with the current developments in
the crypto markets.
Not only do we provide the information necessary to trade
active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but we also
take a look at ICOs to help you find those golden projects
with real value!
No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources to keep
on top of the markets, we deliver everything directly to
your inbox each and every week.

Featuring in this weeks Edition:
- Atrom Network
- Rowan Energy
- Finalmente Global
- IQONIQ
- ZenSports

What are you waiting for?
Subscribe now!

Also Get,
- Markets Analysis
- Market News Update
- Read Our Latest Blog:
HOME SOLAR PANEL OWNERS CAN ACCESS
A NEW PROFITABLE REVENUE STREAM –
ROWAN ENERGY
CRYPTO SPORTS BETTING MADE SIMPLE
WITH ZENSPORTS NEW CRYPTO SPORTS
BETTING APP
COINBASE REVIEW 2020

For Latest update

SUBSCRIBE NOW
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WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS
Hello, crypto traders welcome to this week’s 140th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall
Cryptocurrency Market Cap stands at $272 Billion. We have seen a $1 Billion increased in the
Market Cap since last week. Bitcoin price is currently around $9175 from $9195 last week and has
decreased by 0.22% and Ether price is now at $237 from $239 last week and has decreased by
0.84%. The current market cap for bitcoin is $169 Billion, and for Altcoins, the current market cap
is $103 Billion.
The European Union leaders committed to a $2 trillion deal
last week to support the European economy. The US is mean-

Percentage of
Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

while discussing a second round of stimulus measures to provide relief to the people who are facing hardships due to the

Bitcoin

63.03%

Ethereum

11.10%

Tether

3.11%

XRP

3.11%

Bitcoin Cash

1.57%

Bitcoin SV

1.20%

Cardano

1.12%

Litecoin

1.09%

Crypto.com

0.94%

Binance Coin

0.91%

Others

12.81%

coronavirus pandemic led crisis. Several central banks around
the world have printed huge sums of money, which dwarfs the
stimulus measures announced during the previous financial
crisis in 2007-2008.
While the stimulus measures support the economy in the
short-term, they can weaken the purchasing power of the fiat
currencies if the measures are not withdrawn at the appropriate time. This has led to strong buying into safe haven assets,
propelling gold to a new lifetime high.
Cryptocurrency enthusiasts have long projected Bitcoin as
digital gold but the lack of buying in the past few months led
some naysayers to question this assumption. Interestingly,
gold has rallied 26% in 2020 while Bitcoin has rallied 52% during the same period. This shows that Bitcoin even while not
performing at its best beats gold hands down.
In the past few days, while Bitcoin had been stuck in a range,
the altcoins had been rallying. Although Bitcoin’s dominance
is less than 63%, the total market capitalization of the crypto
universe has risen to $320 billion. If cryptocurrencies sustain
the momentum, several investors are likely to jump in, which
could result in a strong bull move for the rest of the year.
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TOP 10 COINS
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation (Past 30 Days)
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CRYPTO
TRADE OPPORTUNITIES
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

In our previous analysis, we had advised traders to enter long positions if Bitcoin sustains above $9,500 for a day.
Traders who entered according to our recommendation are sitting on huge profits within a week.
The BTC to USD pair surged on July 27 and broke above the overhead resistance at $10,500. This move completed an
inverse head and shoulders pattern, which has a target objective of $17,142.
However, this target is unlikely to be reached quickly as we do not anticipate a vertical rally. The bears are likely to mount
a stiff resistance at $12,000 and then again at $13,000.
Usually, after a breakout from a bullish setup, the price pulls back and retests the breakout level. In this case, a retest
of $10,500 is possible. A bounce off this level will confirm that the breakout is valid and it will now act as a strong floor,
preventing the price to dip below it.
The retest also provides an opportunity to the traders who missed buying the breakout to make an entry. The purchases
should be done on a rebound and not on the way down because, at times, the selling pressure can sink the price well
below the breakout level.
Very short-term traders can keep a stop-loss according to their trading system and trail it higher. Swing traders and positional traders can hold their positions as the leading cryptocurrency is likely to rise much higher this year.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

We had advised traders to buy on a breakout above $251. Again, traders who bought on our recommendation would be sitting on huge profits as Ether soared to a high of $334.34 on July 27.
The sharp rally of the past few days has pushed the RSI deep into the overbought territory, which
suggests that the markets are overheated in the short-term. Previously too, levels above 86 in the
RSI have resulted in a correction.
The first support on the downside is at 38.2% Fibonacci retracement level of $296.69. If the ETH to
USD pair rebounds off this level, it will indicate that the bulls are not waiting for a deeper correction,
which is a positive sign.
This is likely to resume the uptrend with the next target at $364.49. If the momentum can push the
price above this resistance, the rally can extend to $480. This bullish assumption will be invalidated
if the bears sink the pair below the 61.8% retracement level of $273.42.
The short-term traders can book profits or trail the stops higher according to their trading principle.
Positional traders can also book partial profits at the current levels and protect the rest with a suitable stop-loss.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

XRP broke above the overhead resistance of $0.20524 on July 23 and after a little hesitation on
July 24, the up move resumed.
The immediate level to watch out for is $0.23571. If the bulls can scale the price above this level, a
rally to $0.285 is likely. Therefore, traders who are long from our earlier recommendation can watch
the $0.23571 level closely.
If the bulls fail to propel the price above $0.23571, the XRP to USD pair could remain range-bound
between $0.20524 and $0.23571 for a few days. Hence, traders can book profits and buy again at
lower levels if a bullish setup forms. Long-term investors can however hold their positions as higher
levels are likely.
This assumption will be negated if the pair turns down from the current levels or $0.23571 and plummets below $0.20524. Such a move can drag the price back to $0.17426.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash has also participated in the rally that has pushed the price to the top of the $280-$200
range for the first time since early-May. This suggests that the bulls have been buying at every
higher level in the past week.
The BCH to USD pair has been in the range for over four months. If the bulls can propel the price
above the range, it is likely to result in a new uptrend. If the price sustains above $280, the next
target objective is $360.
Therefore, traders can initiate long positions on a breakout and close (UTC time) above $280.
However, as the pair has been a huge underperformer in the past few months, traders can keep a
smaller position size, about half of usual.
If the price turns down sharply from the current levels, it will suggest that the bears are aggressively
defending the resistance of the range. This can keep the pair range-bound for a few more days.
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BITCOIN SV - BSV/USD

Bitcoin SV broke above the downtrend line on July 21. Thereafter, it took support on the 20-day
EMA on July 24, which is a positive sign. The bulls finally managed to scale the price above $200
on July 27.
The next target to watch on the upside is $227. If the bulls can push the price above this resistance,
the BSV to USD pair is likely to start a new uptrend. Above this level, a quick rally to $260 and then
to $300 is possible.
The 20-day EMA has started to slope up and the RSI has risen close to the overbought levels, which
suggests that bulls are making a comeback. Traders can initiate long positions on a close (UTC time)
above $227, but as the altcoin has been a huge underperformer in the past few months, the position
size can be half of usual.
Contrary to this assumption, if the pair turns down form $227, it can consolidate between $200$227 for a few days.
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
Total Value Locked in DeFi Hits Staggering $4,000,000,000

The amount of value locked in decentralized finance (DeFi) has soared to $4 billion, according to
the DeFi analytics and ranking site DeFi Pulse.
The decentralized finance platform shows the parabolic growth of the total value locked (TVL) in
DeFi protocols this year.
The total value locked in DeFi protocols hovered below $1 billion in April. The amount skyrocketed
to $3 billion on July 22nd only to surge to $4 billion on July 25th – representing an increase of over
33% in a matter of three days and over 320% in three months.
Platforms Maker (MKR), Compound (COMP), and Aave (LEND) are the top 3 DeFi protocols based on
TVL. All three are lending protocols run on the Ethereum blockchain. According to DeFi Pulse, $1 billion is locked into Maker while $735.5 million and $456 million are locked in Compound and Aave.
DeFi Pulse tracks the TVL of 36 protocols at the moment with use cases including lending, derivatives, decentralized exchanges (DEXes), assets, and payments.
Read more...
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ESPN to Launch Blockchain-based Gaming Platform With Bitcoin & Crypto
Payments

E-Sports Programming Network (ESPN Global) has integrated online gaming with blockchain technology.
Currently, the platform — a “blockchain-based gaming revolution,” is under the pre-launch phase,
which will allow users to win cash by winning battles and tournaments. It will further allow players to
make “deposits and withdrawals using bitcoin and other variety of crypto-currencies.”
In the press statement, ESPN Global will be using crypto payment specialist “Cryptopay” to speed
up the integration process.
Chris Parker, one of the directors of ESPN Global, noted that e-sports and online gaming is a “$140
billion global industry driven predominantly by digital micro-transaction economies,” as such can
benefit immensely from the integrity and resilience of blockchain technology.
The UK-based mobile e-Sports platform is also integrating its recently launched blockchain-based
game, Satoshi’s Treasure.

“With this $1 million puzzle game Satoshi’s Treasure, we are promising a bounty-laden bitcoin wallet
whose keys will be divided into 1,000 fragments, spawning a global hunt for the prize pieces,” said
Parker.
Read more...
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US Crypto Exchange Coinbase Now Has 35,000,000 Retail and Institutional
Traders

The leading US crypto exchange Coinbase says its user base of retail and institutional traders has
grown to 35 million.
In its Crypto H1 2020 report, the San Francisco-based firm says in the first half of 2020, it witnessed
a significant uptick of institutional investors such as multi-strategy hedge funds, venture capitalists,
leading university endowments and large family offices that directly buy digital assets.

“Today, Coinbase operates the largest regulated exchange in the world – a central pool of liquidity
that combines the assets of our 35mm retail users and institutional clients.”
The exchange says a growing number of these institutional clients are convinced that cryptocurrency, particularly Bitcoin (BTC), offers an alternative to the current financial system regulated by
central banks.

“Investors are still in the early days of untangling the relationship between macroeconomic policy
and crypto, but we are seeing a growing base of our institutional clients organizing around the
thesis that BTC, specifically, provides exposure to an alternative monetary policy system with supply mechanics that are diametrically opposed to those of central banks in 2020: scarcity versus
expansion, predictability versus uncertainty, decentralization versus centralization, software versus
humans.”
Read more...
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Leading Austrian Telecom Provider Adds Cryptocurrencies to Its Cashless
Payment Network

A1 Payment, a subsidiary of A1 Telekom Austria, said Monday users can now make payments using
cryptocurrencies including bitcoin, ether and dash on its cashless payments app.
On its website, the firm said that regardless of the cryptocurrency used, payments would be converted to euros in real time so retailers would receive payment in fiat.
The addition of cryptocurrencies to A1’s payment platform will enable about 2,500 merchants to
accept digital currencies. The moves follows A1’s decision last year to integrate services WeChat
Pay and AliPay onto its platform.
Partly controlled by the Austrian state, A1 Telekom had announced a trial of cryptocurrency payments in a pilot program last year. That announcement noted that industries with close contact with
tourists and business travelers were hurt by a backlog in the acceptance of digital currencies as
travelers couldn’t pay with BTC, AliPay or WeChat Pay.
According to Reuters, A1 Telekom’s revenue declined by 2.4% to 1.1 billion euros in Q2. The report
also said the firm plans to cut some of its planned investments for the year, including investment in
5G.
A1 Payments did not respond to a request seeking more information about cryptocurrencies on its
digital payments network by press time.
Read more...
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Exchange Activity Explodes Following Bitcoin’s $10K Breakout

On-chain exchange activity exploded during Bitcoin’s recent breakout, seemingly confirming the
legitimacy of the price momentum.
Bitcoin’s (BTC) recent breakout was accompanied by a massive spike in on-chain exchange volume
activity, according to data from Glassnode.
Unlike regular trading volume that is often artificially inflated by the exchanges, on-chain activity may
be more indicative of the true patterns. Interestingly, the only metric that experienced a downward
trend is the number of exchange deposits. This may be a bullish sign in its own right.

700% growth in DAI/USDT
The data for the previous week indicates a major spike in off-chain trading volume as well. For
instance, the BTC/USD pair saw a 70% increase in its biggest bounce since April; DAI/USDT spiked
by over 700% in the same time period.
Bloomberg believes that the fundamentals indicate that Bitcoin will surpass $12,000 this year, if not
higher. With the massive push coming over the last 24 hours, some began to speculate whether
Bitcoin can break its all-time high of $20,000.
Read more...
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Chainlink (LINK) taps South Korea’s biggest banks to bolster forex and DeFi

Financial market data from South Korean banks will now feature on Chainlink’s decentralized oracles services, as announced at an event in Seoul on Friday.
Hyperledger-based CenterPrime — which has access to the APIs of top Korean banks —will now
share its data feeds on Chainlink. As a result, app developers can now source their information from
big-wigs like Shinhan Bank and the Industrial Bank of Korea (IBK).
The integration is a first for Korea’s broader banking system. The government has previously pushed
for wider fintech efforts and investments, but none involving a public blockchain.

Korea’s DeFi ecosystem to benefit
CenterPrime said they looked extensively into firms that could facilitate decentralized KRWdenominated exchange rates for use in Korean Fintech and DeFi.
“Chainlink has extensive experience building decentralized data feeds, having already created
numerous decentralized price reference networks that secure over a billion dollars in value for many
leading DeFi applications,” said CenterPrime.
With the partnership, dApps and DEXs can now provide nationally-verified forex data in their products. The process will be wholly-decentralized; opening the Korean market up globally on the blockchain.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Makes a New 2020 High as US Dollar Index Crashes

Bitcoin is flying, and exchanges are crashing down.
Bitcoin is having an eventful day after breaking through $10,000 over the weekend. Currently, BTC
is just inches away from hitting $11,000 as the digital asset jumps over 10% to climb to $10,950 on
Bitstamp.
But the numbers are fading fast in Bitcoin’s eagerness to hit $11k and chasing $12k.
“This rally just feels way more sustainable than last year. Started at lowest caps and progressively
moved up to mids, then ETH, now BTC (and still ETH),” said analyst Ceteris Paribus. “At the same
time, historic levels of stimulus and precious metals hitting ATH’s. Way different vibe.”
Meanwhile, these gains in BTC means it is not a good time for altcoins. As a matter of fact, it’s a
“lose-lose situation” for them as altcoins will dump no matter in which direction Bitcoin moves.

Ditching the Buck
Safe-haven assets are currently in demand amidst concerns over a diplomatic row between the
United States and China and rising coronavirus infections. Stocks that were tumbling recovered
losses on the expectations that US Senate Republicans will unveil a $1 trillion coronavirus aid package.
Interestingly, the US Dollar Index is getting hammered as bitcoin surges to a new 2020 high, a level
last seen in August 2019. The USD index has fallen to the lowest level in over two years.
Read more...
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$12B Advisory Group CEO: BTC is Safe Haven Asset Amid Political Tension

Nigel Green, the CEO and founder of financial consultancy firm deVere Group, says Bitcoin’s recent
bullish activity shows it has the power to replace proven safe haven assets like gold.
In a statement on the deVere Group’s website posted July 27, Green said Bitcoin (BTC) is currently
living up to its namesake as “digital gold” while it and other cryptocurrencies are more likely to be
seen as safe haven assets.
“Up to now, gold has been known as the ultimate safe-haven asset, but Bitcoin — which shares its
key characteristics of being a store of value and scarcity — could potentially knock gold from its
long-held position in the future as the world becomes ever-more tech-driven.”
The CEO cited increasing political tension between the United States and China as one reason
investors might choose “decentralized, non-sovereign, secure digital currencies” as a way to protect
them from turbulence in traditional markets.
Green’s comments were made following BTC’s rise to $10,000 on July 26, while the token is priced
at more than $11,000 at the time of writing.
Read more...
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Brave Partners With iOS Firewall Developer, Guardian For Privacy-Enhanced Internet Browsing

Brave Software partners with iOS VPN creator Guardian Firewall + VPN, to integrate their technology
to build the safest, fastest, and most private web browser on Apple devices. The privacy-focused
firms aim at providing maximum security for your data and unwavering control over your data while
using the “Brave Firewall + VPN, powered by Guardian”.
The new Brave Firewall + VPN is an iOS-only device built in the Brave browser app to offer users a
more private, safer, and up to 6x faster browsing experience. According to the statement on Brave’s
blog, the new app allows users to set up a firewall and VPN on the iOS browsers as well as protect
users from data tracking apps installed.
Over the past few years, data privacy and safety has become a key requirement for most browser
users. Brave browser, built on a blockchain, offers users full control over their data and incentivizes
users using attention-based tokens, BAT, when they interact with privacy-preserving advertisements.
This new Firewall + VPN enhances the security and safety of private browsers by encrypting data
sent over the internet by blocking any unauthorized tracking, encrypting any incoming data to the
device, and blocking ads.
Brave Browser has witnessed significant growth over the past few years reaching 15 million monthly
and 5.3 million daily users on the platform. This shows an increase in people wanting to keep their
affairs private and data secure without the prying corporations and governments spying.
Read more...
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85% of Italian Banks Are Exchanging Interbank Transfer Data on
Corda

Banks across Italy are using R3’s Corda blockchain to vastly speed the process of double-checking
transaction logs.
Silvia Attanasio, head of innovation at the Italian Banking Association (Associazione Bancaria
Italiana or ABI), said both the process of interbank reconciliation and the technology underlying the
exchange of data had to change.
In the old system, reconciliation took a long time and was unpredictable. The average time for
reconciliation was between 30 and 50 days, Attanasio said. On Corda, reconciliation is completed
within a day.
The Interbank Agreement, a part of Italian law that governs interbank transfers, was passed in 1978
and describes a process of banks sending physical tapes. Once the interbank agreement was
updated in May 2019 to include data standardization, Italy set a window between March 1 and Oct.
1, 2020, for integration to that standard and a blockchain banks could use to follow the new rules.
Information technology company NTT Data designed the network and bank technology company
SIA operates it.
The project is in phase two with around 85% of Italian banks, or 55 banks total, using the platform to
share interbank transfer data. In the third and final phase slated for October, the association expects
to have 70 to 100 banks on the platform.
Read more...
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HOME SOLAR PANEL OWNERS CAN ACCESS A NEW PROFITABLE REVENUE
STREAM – ROWAN ENERGY

Hi Crypto Network,
Due to various shifts in the regulation and the pricing for green energy units, right now in the UK
there isn’t any financial gain from installing home solar panels on your property.
Rowan Energy are giving home users access to a brand new revenue stream.

RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES – ROWAN ENERGY
Renewable Energy Certificates each certificate represents 0.5kg of carbon are automatically generated by your home system once connected to the Rowan Energy System.
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These certificates, which are sold to businesses and individuals looking to offset their carbon
footprint, are sold on a major Tier 1 exchange, and the revenue is shared with the owner of the
roof-top solar who produced it.
To find out more visit RowanEnergy.com
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CRYPTO SPORTS BETTING MADE SIMPLE WITH ZENSPORTS NEW CRYPTO
SPORTS BETTING APP

Hi Crypto Network,
Crypto sports betting is changing forever so if you love online sports betting then you know that
placing bets online can come with high fees, shady bookmakers, and outdated technology. With a
new mobile app called ZenSports, you can now place bets easily and quickly, all from your phone!

REASONS WHY SWITCHING TO ZENSPORTS FOR CRYPTO SPORTS
BETTING IS A MUST
ZenSports is the only true peer-to-peer sports betting marketplace, where no bookmaker is involved
during the betting process. By eliminating the bookmaker, ZenSports is able to charge 50% – 90%
lower fees than traditional bookmakers do. In addition to saving customers tons of money, every
customer that uses ZenSports is going up against other crypto sports bettors (not bookmakers), and
so customers feel good knowing that they’re betting against others that are like themselves.
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LOWER BETTING FEES

MOBILE FIRST WITH AN INTUITIVE DESIGN

ZenSports is a native mobile app that is downloadable on the App Store (iOS) and the ZenSports
website (Android). Because ZenSports has taken the approach of being “mobile first”, they don’t
currently have a web product. ZenSports is the crypto sports betting product of the future, so you
can do everything right from your phone.

CRYPTO SPORTS BETTING: SPORTS CRYPTOCURRENCY TOKEN
ZenSports has its own cryptocurrency utility token called SPORTS, which customers can use to
place bets, pay discounted betting fees, and earn rewards and other perks as part of our loyalty and
rewards program. Crypto sports betting with SPORTS, customers can:
Save up to 60% off of our already cheap betting fees.
Earn cashback bonuses based on their betting volume.
Earn bonuses for making infrequent withdrawals.
Earn bonuses for referring friends to ZenSports.
Be eligible for other cool perks and rewards.
Move money into and out of ZenSports much faster than with traditional fiat.
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DECENTRALIZED, TRUSTWORTHY, AND TRANSPARENT
ZenSports is more trustworthy than traditional bookmakers because:
ZenSports has created a set of rules, deadlines, and a penalty/reward system that everyone in
the marketplace has to follow, regardless of bankroll size. This ensures that everyone is on a
level playing field and that all bettors within the marketplace act in good faith.
ZenSports is not a bookmaker and never gets in the middle of resolving bets or outcomes. The
decentralized marketplace governs everything — not some random person sitting in a back room
making up the rules as they go along. Bookmakers can make up the rules as they go along, and
they always rule in their own favor!
Reading to place bets, earn rewards, and enjoy the future of sports betting? Download the
ZenSports app today for iOS or Android to start betting.
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COINBASE REVIEW 2020

Coinbase Review
Coinbase review articles are probably one of the most widely written about content pieces in the the
crypto space in 2020, that being said Platinum Crypto Academy wanted to bring a direct review to
our clients as most of us have been using the platfrom for over 5 years and so thought we are in a
great position to provide our own detailed review to our clients, subscribers and audience. Coinbase
was founded in June 2012 and the platform enables merchants and users to trade on digital currencies such as BTC, ETH, BSV and BCH.

Coinbase Review – Where they Started
The platform currently supports over twenty cryptocurrencies. Coinbase has the backing of top
investors and VC funds across the world such as Andreessen Horowitz, BBVA, IDG Ventures and
Garry Tan and raised over USD 200 Million from these investors. The company is based in the US
and currently has over 30 Million users across the world. It is also supported in over 100 countries.
Since its inception, the platform has traded over USD 150 Billion. It has an exchange, called Coinbase
Pro, where users can trade in cryptocurrency. Users can trade on a desktop version or download a
mobile version from the apple store or Google play.
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The exchange is on top of its game as it offers an opportunity to integrate trading bots through its
API. It also offers insurance protection in all the crypto assets traded on the platform. This insurance is up to a maximum of USD 250,000 for each customer. It also has a flexible fee structure that
reduces as your order size increases.
There is also a desk that caters for institutional clients who may have bulk orders. Coinbase merchant services allow businesses to accept crypto within minutes. It is free, fast to integrate and
accepts over five cryptocurrencies.

IS COINBASE SAFE TO USE
Coinbase has employed state of the art technology to run its platform. The company employs top
brains across multiple disciplines to make sure that services offered observe the highest levels of
professionalism. During this Coinbase review research we found that the Team members in the
company hail from notable backgrounds in top investment and technology companies, the SEC, and
even the CFTC ensuring the highest level of care is given to funds while complying with all legal,
security and technological issues.
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Client funds are stored in a cold wallet that is the state of the art.98% of
customer deposits are maintained in
the cold wallet. The remaining 2% is
left online, enough to cater for users
who may want to trade from time to
time. The hot wallet on the platform
has been insured. An active insurance
package is maintained by the company whose total amount is more than
the amount of crypto assets in the hot
wallets.
The platform has insured thee hot wallets against theft of the cryptocurrencies that may result from a hack, theft
by employees, security breach or from
fraudulent transfers.
Cash balances on the platform are
held in custodial accounts. These
accounts are held separate from other
accounts used for corporate purposes
by Coinbase. These funds will not
be touched by anyone for company
engagements. These funds are also
FDIC insured (US Clients) up to a
maximum of $250,000.

Review of Coinbase – How
Does Coinbase work?
You’ll need to open an account with
Coinbase to access their services. The
platform has support in over 100 countries. You can log in to your account
on the platform once you verify your
email. On the accounts dashboard,
there is a section for you to look at the
portfolio of cryptocurrencies that you
have. There is also a section to check
the prices on different cryptocurrencies in the market.
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The account can also be used as a wallet for the various cryptocurrencies listed. So basically, you
can send or receive cryptocurrencies from one account when you click on each cryptocurrency.
It leads you to the dashboard where you can get access to your wallet details and the amount of
crypto you have on each wallet. You can receive or send cryptocurrencies from this section.
There are over twenty-five cryptocurrencies currently supported on this platform. You’ll have access
to over 25 wallets. You do not need to open a new wallet every time you want to access your crypto
portfolio.
Once you verify your identity you can also trade directly from this account. Alternatively, you can
open an account with Coinbase Pro. This will involve sending an SMS to your phone number so as
to secure your account. Once you log in, you can start trading in digital assets from this platform.

COINBASE REVIEW FOR 2020 – WHO ARE THEIR MAIN COMPETITORS?
BLOCKCHAIN.COM
Blockchain.com is crypto asset wallet and explorer that serves over 30 Million
clients across the world. Some of the crypto assets that are supported on this
platform are BTC, ETH and BCH. The company provides a crypto wallet, an
exchange and markets sections that provide users with unrivaled news coverage in the crypto space and also offer crypto custody for institutional clients for
its users. Blockchain.com was established in 2011 and offers 24/7 support
to its users. It also has operations in over 150 countries across the world and has carried out over
100 million transactions since inception. It raised over USD 70 Million in funding and is backed by
top investors such as Virgin and Mosaic Ventures.
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BINANCE.COM
Binance is an exchange that enables you to trade in crypto assets while
it also acts as a wallet for your crypto assets. The platform has its native
token called BNB that is used to power various transactions within the
platform. It is one of the largest exchanges in the world with a daily volume of over USD 2 Billion. Binance was founded in China in 2017 but
moved its headquarters from China to Japan after there was a crypto ban in China. It also has offices in
Taiwan and Malta. Recently, the company allowed for crypto purchases on its platform using Visa and
Master Cards. We have also written an extensive review on Binance for more information click here
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BITTREX.COM
Bittrex is a cryptocurrency trading platform that can be accessed on the
web and on mobile devices. The company has its headquarters in Las
Vegas and it was founded in 2014. It accepts customers from around
the world. It offers one of the largest online exchanges where you can
trade multiple crypto assets with BTC, ETH, USD, EUR and USDT as the
base currencies. The exchange continues to introduce new tokens on its trading platform from time to
time. Bittrex recently made it possible for users to trade on cryptocurrencies using their local fiat currencies. All a user needs is to get verified, come from an eligible location and have an account that is
activated for local fiat trading.

BITFINEX.COM
Bitfinex is a crypto asset trading platform that also allows for margin
trading. The company was founded in 2012. It is currently privately held
and has it’s offices in Taipei and Paris. It currently has an employee base
of about 200 and made revenue of about USD 300 Million in 2018.
Traders can either use the web platform or download mobile apps that
they can use for trading. Other services that are offered by the platform
are Peer to Peer Lending and an OTC market for clients. It also periodically carries out token sales on some projects in the Blockchain filed.
The platform has its native utility token called UNUS SED LEO.
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OST.COM
OST is a Blockchain project that enables communities to build their own
tokens on this platform. It helps platforms develop their own Ethereum
based in-App currencies in minutes and launch them on their platforms.
Users have full access to their funds and control their private keys. It’s also
friendly to people with little Blockchain experience and can be integrated
into existing apps. The Apps can be both Apple and Android apps and no
additional licenses are required. OST is privately held and was established in the year 2017. Headquarters
are located in Hong Kong but also has offices in Berlin. It currently has a total employee base of 274.
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REVIEW FOR COINBASE- HOW TO EARN CRYPTO
You can also trade and earn crypto from the trading profits on the platform. If you are a merchant,
you can accept crypto payments on your account through the Coinbase commerce platform and
integrate this with Presta Shop, Woo-commerce and Shopify.
Finally, it is possible to earn crypto on this platform as an affiliate. You can promote Coinbase and
earn commission once a client joins Coinbase through your link or utilise the earn feature on coinbase and learn about cryptocurrencies.

Is Your Privacy Kept While Using Coinbase?
The company may require information about the identity of a user and may also have financial information about users. This information is usually collected because it is required by law. Coinbase
does not sell user data to any third party without the consent of the users. Users can request
Coinbase to delete some of all data collected on their accounts.
It is important to note that if some data is deleted, then this would mean closure of the account.
However, there are other data that may be deleted without interfering with the account. Some of
these are Marketing and communication data, survey responses, referrals and connected applications.
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Coinbase Review 2020 – Coinbase Services
COINBASE BROKERAGE
Coinbase Brokerage allows users to buy, sell and use cryptocurrency.
This service gives clients a chance to get access to most of the dominant crypto assets in the digital world. Some of the notable cryptocurrencies that you can purchase from the platform are BTC, ETH, USDC and BSV. There are over 25
crypto assets that you can buy and sell on this platform. Liquidity on this platform is high as there
are over 30 million users across the world who use this platform. The platform is also available in
over 100 countries. The platform charges a fee of 1.49%. If the cryptocurrencies are bought using a
credit card, then this fee is about 2.9%.
COINBASE PRO
Coinbase Pro is an advanced cryptocurrency trading exchange for traders. The company continues to add more digital assets and trading pairs
that can be traded on this platform. Some digital assets that have been
recently added on the platform are COMP, Horizen, Livepeer, Origin
Protocol and Vechain. Before a digital asset is listed, it has to undergo a rigorous technical review.
Some digital assets may be prohibited in certain jurisdictions. Traders can use the platform as a
web-based platform or download it on their mobile phones- Android or Apple phones. Traders also
have the opportunity to use trading bots on the platform. Digital assets on this platform have also
been insured. The fee structure on the platform is also quite competitive and reduces as the order
sizes increase.
COINBASE WALLET
Coinbase wallet allows you to store all your digital assets in one wallet.
Downloading the wallet app allows you to store all your crypto assets as
a standalone wallet. You do not need to have an account with the main
Coinbase account to access this wallet. You also manage your own private keys and store your
assets directly on your device using this app. This app also allows you to store ERC-20 tokens. You
can also import other wallets like MyEther Wallet and Metamask on this wallet. All you need to do
is to access your private key in your current wallet and use your 12 word mnemonic phrase on your
Coinbase wallet.
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COINBASE DEBIT CARD
This is a Visa Debit card that is funded by your balance on Coinbase.
This card enables you to spend crypto as easily as you would have
funds in your bank. The card can be used across the globe on all Visa
branded merchants. You can also withdraw as cash from ATMs. You also get to decide which crypto you will use on the card. You can easily switch from one crypto to another. Making this switch
is fast and only takes a couple of seconds. Two-step verification has been added on the card to
enhance security. You can also block your card in the event that you lose it or suspect a breach.
Users also get instant notifications on transactions and summaries of all the transactions they have
been engaged in.

COINBASE COMMERCE SOLUTIONS
Coinbase enables merchants to accept over five cryptocurrencies in their
stores. Integrating this solution into your store is free and fast. It takes
only a few minutes to go live. You can include stable cryptocurrencies
into your list of accepted crypto assets. This helps avoid the volatility experienced with other cryptocurrencies. This solution can be integrated into e-commerce shops that have been set up using
the following CMS: Woocommerce, Shopify and Presta Shop. There are over 8000 merchants
across the globe who have already onboarded this solution. This enables them to accept payments
from anyone across the globe and access these payments immediately. This solution is also highly
secure and gives the merchant access to customised payment buttons.

USD COIN (USDC)
This is a stable currency. You can redeem 1 USD Coin for USD 1.00.
Currently, there is over 931 Million USDC in circulation. If you have a US
dollar-based bank account, you can always redeem the USDC into fiat
currency and send it to your dollar account. Each USDC is backed by fiat currency (USD) of corresponding value. This is stored safely in bank accounts and constantly monitored. USDC is an
Ethereum based token. This basically means it can be stored in an Ethereum based wallet. This
token is also divisible and you can access as little as 0.000001 USDC.
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COINBASE CUSTODIAN SERVICES
This service allows Coinbase to provide crypto-custodial services for its
clients. This service is regulated by the New York State Federal Banking
laws. The Crypto assets are stored in secured cold storage facilities.
They are also fully insured and undergo regular financial and security audits by top external agencies.

COINBASE PARADEX
This platform allows Coinbase clients to directly trade tokens from their
wallets. It was first allowed to residents from out of the US before launch
ing in the US. The platform offers hundreds of digital tokens that can be traded directly. There are no
trading fees, no custodianship and no signups when you use this platform.
COINBASE VENTURES
This service provides funding to early-stage companies that seek to
grow in the crypto industry. They have already invested in a number of
companies. Some of these are Blockfi, Dharma, Etherscan Reserve and
Rarebits.

Coinbase Review – How Coinbase Makes Money
Coinbase makes money by charging fees on its platform and exchange. When buying cryptocurrencies the platform also charges fees from 1.49%. If you are purchasing crypto using credit cards,
then the fees charged are about 3.99%. The exchange of the platform charges fees that reduce as
volume of orders increases. These fees on the exchange start from 0.50%. On VISA transactions,
the platform charges a fee of 2.49%. When you place an order that gets partially matched immediately, you pay a taker fee for that portion. The remainder of the order is placed on the order book
and, when matched, is considered a maker order. You pay a maker fee for this remaining portion
of the total order.
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Coinbase Fees For Depostis and Withdrawals Review
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Coinbase vs. Other Exchanges
Coinbase is definitely at the top with its multiple offerings and its focus to deepen the crypto ecosystem.
We see in Coinbase a desire to take the crypto landscape to the next level through various products that
are being offered. The company can be considered an all service crypto solutions provider. This is unlike
other exchanges that may focus on just one or two products.

Coinbase In Recent News Headlines
Coinbase is undoubtedly a global leader in the cryptocurrency space, although people can argue about
the fees, storage safety and other aspects one thing is very clear people look to Coinbase for information
and ease of access to the crypto market. There are many recent developments at Coinbase one major
development is the possibility of the company going public, here are some of the recent news headlines
currently in the market.
Crypto exchange Coinbase could go public later this year
According to several Crypto News websites, Coinbase Inc has begun procedures for a stock market
listing which could take to the market this year. In a landmark occasion being the first major U.S. cryptocurrency exchange to go public, according to three people familiar with the matter. It would, however,
require the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) blessing which is not an easy thing to
accomplish given the industry.
Paul Grewal, Former US Magistrate Judge, Joins Coinbase as Chief Legal Officer
The stars seem to be aligning with the recent release of the concept of Coinbase becoming and publicly
listed company. Coinbase has also announced that Paul Grewal is joining Coinbase as their Chief Legal
Officer. With Coinbase striving to achieve greatness in the crypto space on numerous fronts it’s not surprising such a figurehead has joined the team. to be a world-class company you need a world-class team
Paul Grewal is from Facebook, where he served as Vice President and Deputy General Counsel.
Compound (COMP) is now available on Coinbase Earn
Coinbase Earn which we have mentioned earlier in this article is a valued place for crypto users/traders/
investors can educate themselves about new developments in crypto and earn assets as rewards.
Coinbase has announced on 26th June that Compound (COMP) can be earnt by watching lessons and
completing quizzes for rewards.
Compound (COMP) is an Ethereum token that governs the autonomous Compound protocol. This is part
of the new wave of Ethereum based tokens which are focused on Decerrelised finance, COMP enables
anyone to borrow and lend Ethereum tokens through a decentralized market. Lenders can earn interest
on the crypto they supply to the protocol and borrowers pay interest to borrow it.

Review of Coinbase Conclusion
Coinbase is definitely at the forefront of all its peers in the crypto space. As it continues to roll out more
products in the crypto landscape, we expect to see more users interacting with their products. The platform is definitely redefining the crypto landscape and setting the pace for other peers in the industry.
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